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The　Cinderella　Tale　s　of　Niigata
Joywilliams
Introduction
　　For　a　number　of　years　I　have　used　fblktales　in　my　Ellglish　language
classes　at　the　university　level　because　they　offer　an　approachable　way　of
reinfbrcing　aU　language　skills　in　a　medium　that　most　students　fi韮d
㎞teresting．　In　the　process　of　examining　and　evaluathlg　various　folktales，
students　also　leam　to　consider　the　differences　among　tales丘om　the廿own
cultUre　i　1　comparison　to　tales丘om　other　countries．　Using　fblktales　in　the
language　class　can　also　help　students　acquire　academic　skills　related　to
critical　thinldng－ski韮ls　such　as　leaming　to　make　inferences，　summarising
and　analyzing．　While　fblktales，　of　course，　can　be　studied　as　a　fbml　of
literature，　they　can　also　be　examined丘om　an　interdisciplinary　context　to
introduce　topics　related　to　history，　religious　beliefs，　sociology　as　well　as
anthropology．
　　Some　time　ago，　wllile　preparing　fbr　a　seminar　where　students　were
compa血g血e　Cinderella　type　stories　from　various　countries，1　was　reading
Cinderella：　A　Casebook（1988）edited　by　Alan　Dlmdes．㎞the　essay　writ獅en
i血1969by　Archer　Taylor，1　was　inUigued　by　the　following　statement：
The　moSt　inrportant　recent　ev㎝nt血the　study　of　the　Cinderella　cycles　iS　the
appeamace　in　p血t　of　Kenidhi　M臨wa，　Ehhigo　no　szntdewn（C㎞dc1eha
㎞Echigo），　S呵｛）shi，　Nligata，1964，　pp．17－720．　Uhfo血n鋤ely，　it　is　now
o砿of画細撮ω9伽㎜b励1e．…h曲鳳M鵬P曲姻
血csev㎝［重y　five　vc面ons　of　Type　510A　and　n血｝eteen　vemsions　of　Type　510B
that　he　found　ir曲e　pIe嫡ロe　of　EChigr）（now　caned　N㎏am）．　This　is　cl㎝誼y
awork　comparable　in　its　extent　and　nature　to　Miss　Cox’s　C血derella，
although　mo鵬血nited血its㎜ge．1
　　Seme　years　earlier　1　had　also　been　surprised　by　a　misleading　statement
made　by　Donald　Richie　in　his　column　in　7he　Japan　Time　s．　In　his　review　of
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Fanny　Hagin　Mayer’s　A　n碗nt　Tales　in　Modern　Japan’　A　n　A　n　thologソqプ
Japanese　Folktales　2　Richie　says，
We　find　no　Cindereha－type　stories　where　sometlting㎡㏄happ㎝s鵬gM　or
wo㎜．　Boys孤d　men，　yes．　Also，　while　there　are　many　stories　about
bm重hcrs，　the1e　are　few　about　sisters．　Just　what　one　woUld　expec重ed（sic）ill
an　o伍cia皿y　male－oriented　society　where　male－bOndmg　is　an　aocePted　social
nomL　3
　　Clearly，　Richie　had　not　read　this　anthology　very　carefUlly．　In　Part　One，
Chapter　4　of　Mayer’s　Ancient　Tales　in　Modeni　Japan，　there　are　a　number　of
tales　about　sisters，　and　in　nearly　all　of　them，　good　fbr加ne　comes　to　tlle
stepsister　who　had　been　abused－very　much　like　the　classic　story　of
C血1derella．
　　When　Mizusawa　Kenichi’s」Echigo　no　Shinderera　was　published，　it　was
reviewed　briefly　by　Fanny　Hagin　Mayer，　former　Professor　of　English　at
Sophia　University，　in　a　1965　issue　of．4sian　Folklore　Studies．4　However，
there　seems　to　be　very　little　else　of　Mizusawa°s　remarkable　work　translated
into　English．　Scholars　of　folktales　in　the　West　apparently　know　very　little
about血is　collection　of　94　Cinderella　tales　fk）m　the　Echigo　region（today’s
Niigata　Prefecture）which　was　so　care血11y　and　systematically　collected　then
transcribed　by　Mizusawa　Kenichi　nearly　forty　years　ago．
　　Althougll　Archer　Taylor　describes　Echigo　no　Shinderera　as　being
‘‘≠撃狽盾№?狽??秩@unobtainable”Iwas　fb血mate　enough　to血d　the　book　in　several
local　libraries．　ln　this　paper　1　hope　to　intrOduce　Mizusawa’s　work　to　those
who　are　not　able　to　read　his　original　anthology　in　Japanese．　This　paper　will
include　two　sections．　The　first　will　be　an　overview　of　tlle　tales　and　an
explanatio血of　MiZusawa，a　interpretation　and　analysis　of　the　tales．　In　this
secdon踊11㎞clude　some　co㎜㎝ts　compa血g　these　Japanese　tales　with
tales　of　this　type　most㎞iliar　in　the　West．1　hope　a　lso　to　offer’suggestions
to　the　questions　raised　by　Fanny　Hagin　Mayer　in　her　review　of　this
an血010gy．　The　second　section　will　include　translations　of　two　representative
tales丘om　Mizusawa°s　anthology．
Part　One：The　Cinderella　FolkUles　of　Echigo
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Joseph　Campbell，　the　mythologist　has　stated　that：
Fa〃脚les〃e励if・r　entert伽ment・｝「・u　Ve　9・吻必伽9励加蹄卿伽
η伽伽〃iave・tO・dO・Wt’漉伽5伽〃㎎惚q緯吻9娩煽㎜げ漉θ
order｛ガ5㏄⑳α雇qズ〃atUre，　and　stories　wi’漉8αηθ〔ガ孟伽θ5伽θ〃η齢
伽∫鷹励」ノb7ε漉吻伽ient．　But　even　though　tha【e’s・a吻ε磁η9力7
配α∫肋妙tales，　on　the　way’to・the吻ワema伽9卯加1〃麟oZO9加’〃　0贋
eccur一ﾍ7卿幽伽初oごグqプbeing　in　deep〃ηめ陀α膨勧碑㎞㎎・o
幅Cθ0ア加吻93α励αかoα麗如加加”π傭5
　　　　　　　　　　　■
　　It　may　be　important，　at　the　outset，　to　clarifンthe　terln‘‘fヒ）hくtale”．The
fblktale　is　generally　defined　as　the　narrative　literature　of　the　common
people，　odblk．　However，　a　precise　defmition　of　the　fblktale　is　somewhat
difficult，　because　in　many　ways　fblktales　may　include　fbrms　similar　to
legends，　fairy　tales，　fables　and　myths，　alld，　as　in血e　above　quotation，　the
word“血iry　tale”is　often　used　synOnymously　with　the　te血“folktale．”
The　origins　of　many　well一㎞own蝕y　tales膿fb血ales，　but　When　written
down　and　labelled　‘‘fairy　tale”，　they　are　generany　thought　of　as　children’s
stories．　In　Japan，　the　f（）㎞le　is　generally・referred　to　as〃iukashi　banαshゴ，　a
tale　of　long　ago，　which　disti　lguishes　it　from　the　densetsu，　a　legend，　which　is
believed　to　be　a　story　about　an　extraordinary　event　that　actually　hapPened　at
apa】rticular　time　a血d　place．
　　The　fblktale　is　handed　down　omlly丘om　one　generation　to　another，　and　in
this　process，　key　elements　of　the　tale　may　be　preserved，　while　other　parts　are
changed，　omitted　or　embellished．　Thus　the　folktalq　is　an　organic，　ever
changing　entity，　containing　elements　fr（⊃m　tales　of　the　past．　bUt　also　taking　on
el㎝㎝ts丘o舳e　c皿伽of血e（lay．　Ano血er　important　fea加re　of　folktales，
as　Joseph　Campbell　mentions，　is　that　while　they　were　primarily　a　mea血s　of
entertainment　for　illiterate　common　folk，　the　tales　often　include　a　deeper
meani血g　or　instmctional　message　fbr　the　listeners．
　　Mizusawa　Kenichi（1911－1996）was　a　dedicated　folktale　collector　and
folklore　scholar　of　Niigata　PrefectUre．　Du血g　his　life　he　Published　numerous
fb皿Ctale　anthologies　With　a　focus　on　tthe　tales　of　the　old　Echigo　region．　Bom
and　raised　in　Joganji，　a　small　village　east　of　Nagaoka　City，　he　grew　up
hearing　fblk　tales丘om　his　parents　and　others　who　visited　his　home．　As
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Mizusawa　became　involved　hl　fb皿dore　researcZa　he　was　strongly　influenced
by　the　fieldwofk　appmach　to　fblktale　collectillg　wllich　was　advocated　by　the
pioneer　foMore　scholar，　Yanagida　K㎜直o．6　M伽sawa°s　interest　in　fblkta豆es
Was　intensified　by　his　belief　that　these　tales　were　an　important　basis　for血e
皿derstand㎞g　of血e鰍ways姻圃idons　of血e　co㎜on鉾ople，　as　well
as　a　means負）r　providing　insights　into　of　f（）皿【religion　and　be豆iefs．
　　Mizusawa　Kenichi　was　by　profession　a　schooheacher　and　pdncipal　in
v蜘s　Niigata　schools．　However，　m曲g　use　of　weekends　and　summer
holidays，　he　was　able　to　pursue　his　passionate　interest　in　collec血g　folktales
of　the　Echigo　region－a　region　that，　because　of　its　long　gloomy　winters，
With　villages　deep　in　snorw，　as　well　as　itS　geographical　isolation　from　other
areas　of　Japan－was　a　veritable　treasure　house　of　folktales血at　had　lingeled
over　generations．　These　fblktales　llad　remained　relatively　unchanged　by
contact　with　tales　fr（｝m　other　regions．　Mizusawa　travdled　to　remote　villages
deep　in　the　mountains，飴㎜ing　hamlets，　and　seaside　ports　throughout
Niigata，　searchng　for　kataribe，　or　st（）rytellers，　some　of　wllom　could　namte
doz㎝s　of　di㎞nt　stodes．　Most　of　these　kOtari°加were　eldcfly　women，血
血e廿7αs，80°sand　90’s．　MiZusawa　was　acutely　aware　that　stOry　telli血g　was　a
dying　art，　and　if　these　tales　were　not　collected　and　recorded，　they　would　be
藪）rever　lost．
　　M伽sawa　was㎞曲ar　With　the　work　of　Ma血1　R．　Cox　who，　in　1893，　tra㏄ed
aworld－wide　distribution　of　345　Cinderella－type　tales．　One　of　the　tales
included　in　ller　work　was　one　tale食om　Japan，“Hachikatsugi”．7　By　the
time　MiZusawa　began　his　work　on－　the　Cinderella　tales　of　Niigata，　various
seholars　had　collectcd　and　recorded　iumerous　v蜘徳of止e　Cinderella　tale
丘㎝爬gions　all　ov“加an．8
　　Echigo　no　Shinderera，　just　one　of　MiZusawa’s　folktale　anthologies，　is　a
callection　of　the　nearly　l　OO　Cinderella　type　stories　collected血Niigata．　As　a
po血t　of　re㎞識ce，　Cinderella厨es　a箇e　catego血ed　asりpe　510A　and　510B　hl
Aame－Thompson°s　type　and　motif　hldex；H㎞ko］lkeda，　in　A　1）・pe　and　Monl
Index　q〃Opanesθ，1971，　also　fbllows　the　Aame－Thompson　system．　In
Ya戯agita　Kunio’sハ励on　mukashibanash’mei’，　the　Chlderella－type　story　is
tale　number　34．9　According　to　Mizusawa，短s舳olo幻w舳e㎞t㎞e釦r
one　type　of　tale，510A　and　510B，　to　be　collected　systematically　from　a　single
region．1°
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　　In　older　to　verifシthe　authenticity　of　the　tales　and　reta㎞characteristics　of
the　local　dialect，　Mizusawa　felt　that　he　had　to　go　himself　to　the　remote
regiQns　and　recQrd　the　tales　from　the　many　kO伽7’加．　He　wanted　to　trace　the
distribution　of　the　tales，　the　regional　varieties　of　the　tales　and　to　get　some
sense　of　the　di価sion　of　the　tales－or　how　the　tales　were　passed　on丘om　one
generation　to　the　nexちone　area　to　anotheL　He　also　felt　it　important　to　leam
about　the　folktale　narrators　themselves　and　’to　consider　the　possible　meaning
of　1血ese　Cinde童ella－type　tales．
　　Echigo　no　Shinderera　has　four　sections．　In　the　introduction　Mizusawa
defilles　the　cllaracteristics　of　the　fb1】dtale　and　explains　the　importance　he
finds　hl　the　gather血1g　of　the　tales．　The　second　s㏄tion　consists　of　the　94　tales
a㎜ged　by　region．　This　section　includes　t血e　two　general　types　of　Cilldefella
tales，‘‘Nukabu㎞，　Komebuku”ith 　names　of　the　stepsisters　in　tale　type
510A）and“Uba－kawa”（‘‘血e　old　wom肛fs　s㎞”㎞mle膿510B）．　The
曲d　section　is　a　sunrmary　and　an　analysis　of　the　tales．　h血e血al　sec“on
M臨wa血姻uces血e　common　beginning　and　e曲g　formulaic　phrases
used　by　story　tellers　when　they　narrate　the　tales　in　the　legional　dialects　of
Niigata．　In　this　paper　I　wo111d　like　to　discuss　some　of　the　main　pointS　of
Mizusawa’s　analysis　of　these　tales　in　the　third　section　of　his　anthology．　Due
to　limitations　of　space，　this　paper　will　1irnit　its　discussion　to　the‘『NUkabuku，
Komeb廿㎞”tales．
Collecting　the　Tales
　　As　mentioned　earlier，　these　tales　were　gathered　over　a　periOd　of　10　years，
frdm　1955　to　1965．　Of　the　94　tales，340f　the　total　were　gathered　i11
1959．鎚MiZusawa・　discusses　some　of　the　difficulties　in丘nd血g　regions　where
lle　lloped　to　encounter　the　old　story　tellers．　He　would　pour　over　maps，
seeking　out　isolated　mountain　and　farn血g　villages，　and　be飴re　heading　off
to　a　specific　location，　would　try　to　make　inquiries　in　advance．　Often，
teacllers　in　the　local　primary　schools　could　direct　him　to　one　kataribe，
storyteller，　and　tllen　that　kataribe　would　introduce　him　to　another．　In
collecting　the　tale，　Mizusawa　always　made　note　of　the　place，　name　and　age
of　the　nanator．　V鴨en　writhlg　the　tales　down，　he　also　took　pains　to　Ietain血e
features　of　the　local　dialect　and，　where　necessary－in　tlle　published　tale
collections－would　include　the　standard　equivalent　of　tlle　language　in
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parenthesis　next　to　the　local　expressions．
　　Dudng　these　ten　years，　MiZusawa　travelled　the　length　of　Niigata　visiting
areas　in　Joetsu，　Chuetsu　and　Kaetsu．　Most　of　the　tales　come　from　the
Chuetsu　region，　which　was　the　area　where　Mizusawa　lived．　Of　the　75
‘『NUkabuku，　Komebu㎞”tales，670f　t量1em　were　narrated　by　women；most
of　these　women　were　in　their　70’s　and　80’s．　Interestingly　enough，　while　the
older㎜t…e血li翻舳e　European　C血derella血le，150f血e
younger㎜tors，　those　ill　their　20’s　to　50’s，　seemed　to　be　aware　that　the
‘‘mukabuku，　Komebuku，’tale　was　very　similar　to　the　European　tale　of
Chlderella．12
　　When　collecting　the　tales　Mizusawa　also　wanted　to　leam　about　the
di丘Usion　process　of　the　tales．　Wllere，　when　and丘om　whom　did　the　na∬ator
first　hear　the　tale？In　most　cases　the　narrator　heard　the　story　from　her
grandmother　or　mother．　Typically，　whell　a　woman　married　into　the
household　of　her　husband’s　family　she　took　her　repertoire　of　naπative
fblktales　with　her；these　tales　were　then　told　to　her　children　and　this　process
was即eated　over　generations．　In　several　cases，　MiZusawa　found　different
versions　of　the　same　tale　within　one　household．　i3　With　the　passage　of　t㎞e，
血e　tale　moved　from　one　household　to　ano血er　and　one　village　to血e　next－a
pa㏄㎝v呵s㎞il訂舳e出血sion　process　of　folktales　world　wide．
　　Other　far　fbwer　sources　of　the　tale　were　the　travelling　tradesmen　and
peddlers　who　travelled　alound　the　region　and　told　tales　in　the　di丘erent　inns
or　households　where　they　stayed．　In　some　of　the　tales　these　peddlers　and
tradesmen　put　themselves　into　the　tale　as　one　of　the　story　characters．141n　this
way，　as　in　most　fblktales　elsewhere，　the　tale　was　spread丘om　region　to
region　and　over　t㎞e，　the　tale　changed　with　the　interests　of　the　narrators　and
the　different　groups　of　listeners．
The　Nuka痂1ku，Kome血ku　Tales
　　A　general　outline　of　the　75“NUkabuku，　Komebu㎞”tales　in　Echigo　no
Shinde］昭ka　is　as　follows：
1．There　is　a㎞ly　of　a　f註ther，　mother　and　daughter．　The　mother　dies　and
　　the　father　rema㎡es．　Another　daughter　is　bOrn　to　the　new　wife．　The　elder
　　daughter　of　the　first　Wife　is　abused．　　　　　　　　　　　・
2．The　tWo　stepsisters　are　sent　to　the　mountains　to　gather　chestnuts　in　sackS．
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　　’lhe　younger　sister　goes　home　ahead　because　her　sack　is　f㎞11．
3．The　elder　sister　cannot　fil1　her　sack　because　the　stepmother　has　given　her
　　a　sack　fh11　of　holes．　The　elder　sister　is　assisted　by　someone　and　given　a
　　magical　obj　ect．　She　retums　home．
4．The　stepmother　and　her　child，　the　yomger　daughter，　go　to　a　festival　or　a
　　play．
5．The　elder　daughter　must　stay　home　to　do　tasks，　but　she　is　helped　by
　　丘iends（and　others）and　is　able　to　finish　her　chores　quickly．
6．The　elder　daughter　uses　the　magical　object　to　dress　herself　beautifUlly　and
　　then　goes　off　to　the　festival　or　play．
7．At　the　festival　or　play　she　is　noticed　by　a　young　man　who　later　visitS　the
　　home　to　take　her　as　his　bride．
8．A“test”is　given　the　tWo　girls　and　the　elder　sister　is　chosen．　She　marries
　　the’young　man．
9．The　stepmother　and　younger　sister　are　punished．
The　Meaning　of　the　Stepsister’s　Names
　　In　the　Echigo　region　the　step　sisters　have　variations　of　the　fbllowing
names：Nuka血ユku　and　Kome血㎞，　AwafUku　and　Kome血ku，　and　Benizara
and　Kakezara．ハruka　means　rice　bran，　awa　means　rice　millet　and　kOme　means
umcooked　white　rice．　There　are　40　tales　With　sisters　named　With　variations－of
AwafUku　and　KomefUku，31　tales　with　sisters　named　with　variations　of
NUka血kU　and　KomefUku，　and　only　fbur　tales　where　tlle　sister’s　names　are
va㎡ations　of　BeniZara　and　Kakezara（crimson　disll　and　cracked　disl1）．　Sillce
Niigata　is　a　major　rice　growing　region　it　seems　apPropriate　that　in　the
Echigo　tales　the　names　related　to　rice　aie　more　predcm血盟mt．
　　ln　these　Echigo　Cinderella　tales，　it　is　always　the　elder　sister，　the　daughter
of　the血st　wifb，　who　is　abused．　In　some　of　the　tales　this　daughter　sleeps　hl
the　nuka　or　the　awa　very　much　the　way　Cinderella，　in　some　of　the　European
tales，　sleeps　in　cinders　or　ashes．　Although　there　are　a　few　exceptions，　in
most　of　tllese　tales　the　elder　sister’s　name　is　a　variation　of　Nuka　or　Awa
while　the　younger　sister　is　named　a　variation　of　Kome．
　　There　is　another　explanation　fbr　the　origin　of　the　stepsisters’names．　In
Echigo　the　words　related　to　rice－rice　bran，　rice　millet　and　white　rice－were
closely　associated　with　good　fo血ne　and　blessings　from　the　gods．　When　a
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child　was　bom，　offerings　of　rice　productS　were　given　to　the　ubugami，　the
gOd　or　goddess　of　bmh，　as　a　means　of　gra血ting　that　child　future　happiness
and　prosperity．　According　to　Mizusawa，　d面ng　the　Me麺i　Era，　and　befbre，
血e　names　NUka　and　Kome　were　popular　names　for　girls，　particularly　among
the　farming　fblk．置5　The　character　fbr／ilku　also　means　good　fb血1ne，　thus
co曲h血g初㈱d蜘wi舳e　word仙w器a㎜e㎞融d　to　b血g
h司PP血1ess　and　prosperity　to　the　child．　In　o血er　variations　of　the　stepsisters
names，血s舳f血e　word仙，血e　en血g　of血e㎜es　is伽o，　which
means　sack　or　bag．　Thus　Nukabukuro　means“sack　of　bran”and
Komebukuro　means‘‘sack　of　rice．”
The　Story
　　htllese　tales，　the　mother　of　the　heroine　dies　while　the　daughter　is　very
young．　The　father　then　remarries　and　a　younger　daughter　is　born　to　the
father　and　his　second　wife．　ln　nearly　all　of　the　tales　we　are　not　told　much
about　the飴ther’s　occupation，　nor　does　he　apPear　again㎞血e　story．
　　111the　Echigo　C血derella　tales　bOth　sisters　are　sent　off　at　1血e　begin血血g　of
the　tale　to　go　out　in　the　momtaills　and　ga亡her　nuts．　This　seems　to　indicate
㎞仙ey㎝e㎞m　a㎞g，　or　co㎜on㎞ly，肥d　bo舳e　expected　to　do
tllis　customary　seasonal　task．　This　is　an　interesting　contrast　to　the　well
known　European　tales，　of　Perrault　and　G血m1，　where　only　Cinderella　is
banislled　fbom　the㎞ly　and　given　tedious　tasks　to　do．
　　Ano血er血teresting　contrast　tO血e　Europea皿C血derella　stOries　is　1血at血e
conflict，　which　is　between　a　young　girl　and　the　stepmother　and　two
stepsisters，　is　closely　related　tO　t血e　heroine’s　legacy．　In　the　European　t睡les，
the　Cinderella　character　has　been　deprived　of　her　rights　in　the　home　of　a
noble　or　a　wealthy㎞ily；her　objective　in　the　story，　in　addition　to　marrying
hapPily，　is　to　regain　her　POsition血her　family　and　in　social　status．161n血e
Echigo“NUkabuku，　Komebu㎞”tales，血is　is　not　one　of　the　elementS　in　the
story．　The　yo皿99廿l　is㎞m　a　co㎜on㎞ily，孤d　wi血luck　as　well　as
fonitUde，　improves　her　position　in　life　by　marrying　someone丘om　a　higher
status　than　herself　She　is　not　recla血nhlg　a　sodial　statUs　or　family　leg㏄y　of
whicll　she　has　been　deprived．
　　In　the　Echigo　tales，　a丘er　the　younger　sister　retums　llome　with　her　sack
負1110f　nuts，　the　elder　girl　is　left　in血e　mountaills　and　given　assistance　by
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some　magical　being．　This　assistance　comes丘om　the　spirit　of血e　gifrs　dead
mo血er（in　24　tales）aアamauba，　or　old　momtain　wo㎜（in　27　tales），　an
ogress（in　six　tales）a．ノ彪oπ，　a　guardian　deity　of　children（in’five　tales），　a
weasel（in　thi・㏄tales），　a　cmw（in血ree　tales），　an　old　midWife（in　one　tale）a
mo雌one　tale）md皿old㎜（㎞one繊1e）．17　ln　many　of　the　tales　the
elder　sister　spends　the　night　wit血the　old　women　or　other　helper　and　is　asked
to　remove　lice，　snakes　and　other　gruesome　things　from　’the　old　woman曹s
llead．
This　old　woman　or　other　helper　gives　the　gir1　a　magic　object　of　some　sort．
In　the　Echigo　tales　this　o切ect　is　most　often　a　magical　mallet，　a　small
treasure　box，　or　a　magic　sack　These　magical　o切㏄ts　help　bring　about　the
eventual　marriage　of　the　elder　sistef　because　they　have　the　pOwer　to　grant
her　every　wish．
　　A　few　days　after　the　elder　sister　retums　home，　the　step　mother　and　sister
set　off　fbr　some　public　event，　Ieaving　the　elder　girl　at　home　to　mind　the
house　and　do　va］dous　household　tasks．　In　320f　these　taIes，血is　event　is　a
matsuri，　a　festival；in　230f　the　tales　it　is　a　play．　Ih　some　cases　the　exact
place　and　name　of　the　festival　or　play　are　stated血the　tale．　In　the　C血derella－
type　tales　collected　elsewhere　in　Japan，　there　are　two　ways　in　which　the
household　tasks　are　assigned；㎞one，　both　g廿ls　are　assigned　the　tasks　and
whoever　finishes　most　quickly　is　taken　to　the　event，　while　in　the　other
version，　only　the　elder　sister　is　given　the　tasks　to　do．　According　to
MiZusaweq　in　the　Echigo　tales　only　the　latter　example　is　evident．18
　　The　tasks　assigned　are　chores　such　as　pαmding　rice　millet，　firing　up　the
bath，　g血ding　something　in　the　stone　mill，　preparing　dinner，　scouring　the
blackened　pans，　and　other　typical　household　tasks．血1　many　of　the　Echigo
tales，　the　elder　sister，　who　is　left　at　home，　is　given　assistance，　once　again，　in
accomplishing　these　chores．　In　most　of’the　tales　her　ftiendS　in　the　village
come　by　to　he藍p　her．　in　a　few　of　the　variantS　she　is　assisted　by　sparrows，　a
nun，　her　dead　mother，　a　neighbguring　woman，　or　a　JiZou　who　is　a　guardian
deity　of　children．
　　UpOn　completing　her　assigned　taskS，　the　elder　sister　dresses　llerself　in　the
finery　provided　by　tlle　magic　object　given　to　her　by　the　helper　in　the
mountaills．　Then　she　goes　off　to　the　festival　一’　or　play　一’　where　she　is　noticod
by　a　young　man。　This　young　man　is　usually　the　son　of　a　rich　man，　a
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nobleman，　or　the　soll　of　an　official．　In　many　of　the　tales，　tlle　younger
stepsister　also　notices　the　presence　of　the丘ne　yomg　girl　at　the　event，　who
reminds　her　of　her　elder　sister．　In　some　of　the　tales，　while　at　this　event，　the
elder　sister　shales　cakes　or　sweets　with　her　un㎞owing　stepsister．　Curiously，
血10tller　tales，　the　heroine　throws　objects，　such　as　sweets　or丘uit　peelings，　at
her　younger　sister．　In　some　tales，　when　the　younger　sister　recognises　her
stepsister　and　mentions　this　to　her　mother，　the　mother　strongly　denies　it．
Later，　when　the　suitor　comes　asking　to　many　the　girl　who　was　as　the
festival，　the　mother　insists　that　only　the　youllger　sister　was　at　the　event．　At
血is　point，　the　elder　sister，　who　had　meekly　obeyed　ller　stepmother　in　the
early　part　of　the　tale，　becomes　more　proactive．　Her　resolve　alld　assertive
behaviour　at　this　point　in　the　story　lead　to　her　eventUal　ma㎡age．置9
　　As　a　point　of　comparison，　it　is　interesting　to　note　that　in　this　respect　the
Cinderella　in　the　Echigo　tales　is　more　similar　to　the　Cinderella　character　in
（㎞m’sversion　of　the　tale　than　Perrault’s．　In　the　Gmm　version　of　the　tale，
when　Cinderella　is　given　impossible　tasks　to　do　and　denied　permission　to　go
to　the　ball　undl　the　tasks　are　done，　she　herself　calls　on　pigeons　and　turtle
doves　to　help　her　With　the　tasks．　And　then，　when　her　stepsisters　have　gone
off　to　the　ball　wilhout　her，　she　goes　to　the　hazel　tree　planted　at　her　mother°s
grave　and　calls　to　the　bird　there　to　provide　her　with　the　garmentS　necessary
fbr　the　ba1L201n　Perrault’s　version　of　the　tale，　Cinderella　weeps　after　her
stepsisters　go　off　to　the　ball，　and　wllile　she　sits　crying　pitifully，　her
godmother　appears　and　magically　provides　the　ca㎡age，　horses，　fbotmen，
gown　and血e　glass　slippers－which，　incidentally，　were　first　illtroduced　by
Perrault　i血his　version　of　Chlderella．21
　　1n　most　of　the　Echigo　tales，　the　young　man　himself　comes　to　find　the
fetching　young　woman　he　saw　at　the　festival．　in　other　variantS　it　is　the　father
of　the　youllg　man　or　a　match　maker．　When　the　mother　insists　tbat　tlle　girl　at
the　event　was　her　younger　daughter，　a　test　is　given　to　determine　．　which　of　the
g廿1s　would　become　the　young　man’s　bride．　hl　the　Echigo　tales　there　are　l　l
different　tests，　or　combillation　of　tests．　Some　of　the　tests　involve　the　young
man　simply　comparing　the　two　sisters；ill　other　tales　the　two　girls　are
required　to，　move　a　branch　Without　disturbing　the　sparrows　perched　on　it．　In
a　majority　of　the　tales　the　test　includes　a　poetry　competition．n
　　This　poetry　competition　is　a　fascinating　element　of　the　Echigo　Cinderella
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tales，　particularly　in　contrast　to　the　farr曲“shoe　test”which　is　common血
most　of重he　EumpeIm　tales　of血iS　type．　hl　only　one　of　the　tales　in　this　anthology
of　tales丘om　Niigata，　is　there　a‘‘shoe　test”．The　fact　that　a　young　gh1，　who
ap脚tly　COmeS丘Om　a　COmmOn　farming　family，　iS　able　tO　reCite　pOetry　iS
c面ous　and　would　be　an　i皿teresting　pOint　te　investigatサ　fUrther．
　　Nevertheless，　the　scatological　poem　recited　by　the　younger　sister　was
undoubtedly　uproariously　fUnny　to　the　listeners　long　ago，　who　gathered
aromd血e　hea曲listening　to　the　entertaining　tales　of　the　storyteller．　Famy
Hagin　Mayer　has　noted　that　love　of　humour　is　a　significant　characteristic　of
the　Japanese　folktale，　and　the　common　folk　of　Japan　did　not　shy　aWay　from
bawdy，　crude　topics　in　their　simple　tales．　Early　translators　of　Japanese
folktales　in　the　late　19th　centUry，　such　as　W　E　Grif伍s　and　A．　B．　Mitfbrd，
may　have　avoided　translating　tales　of　this　type，　or　may　have　altered　the
stories　because　of　the　prevailing　Victorian　sensibilities　of　the　day．23
　　1n　the　Echigo　tales　the　suitor　naturally　chooses　the　elder　sister　whose
poem　is　far’more　elegant，　and　they　live　happily　ever　afセer．　For　theセcnlelty
and　spitefUhless，　the　stepmother　and　younger　sister　are　punished　in　a　variety
of　different　ways．　In　270f　the　tales　the　younger　sister　is　killqd　or珂ured，
either　by　falling　in　a　well，　being　crushed　under　a　mortar，　being　thrown　into　a
river　or　over　a　cli鉱or　in　other，　rather　violent，　Inanner．　Strangely　enough，㎞
most　cases，　the　stepmother，　who　seems伽more　malevolent　than　the
yomger　sister，　is　involved血血e　punishment　of　her　own伽g凪er．　InF　o血er
versions　of　the　tales，血e　younger　sister　is　tUrned　into　a　pond　snail　or　a　frog．
hmany　of　the　tales　nothhlg　is　mentioned　of　the　stepmotheres　fhte，　though　in
some　cases　she　is　also　killed，　thrown　into　a　well，　over　a　cliff，　or　becomes　a
beggar．
As　a　point　of　con幡t，　in　the（in’mm’s　Cinderella　tale血e　tWo　spitefUl
stepsisters　are　punished　by　hav血9血eir　eyes　pecked　out　by　pigeons　on　the
way　to　and　from　Cinderella°s　wedding　ceremony　at　the　church．241n
Perrault’s　version，　the　sweet　and　gentle　Cinderella　fbrgives　her　sisters，　begs
them　to　love　her　in　the　fUtUre，　and　then　out　of　the　goodness　of　her　heart，
proceeds　to　arrange　marriages　fbr　them　with　great　lloblemen　of　the　court．
Perrault　concludes　his　tale　with　two　morals　directed　to　vi血ous　young
women　of　his　day．25　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・
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hte叩retation　of　the　Tdes
ln　the　summary　section　of　Echigo　no　Shinderera　Mi…suggests血at
these　tales　are　symbolic　of　ce血in　rites　of　passage　fbr　young　wom㎝：that
they　represent　tlle　stages　and　tests　a　young　woman　must　experience　in
preParation　for　marriage．　In　o血er　words，　they　symbolize　the　transition丘om
childhood　to　adulthood．　Being　banished　from　the　house　may　be　symbOlic　of
wom㎝being　co血ed　to　the　taya，　a　separate　shed，　d曲g　menstruation　and
chi藍dbir血．　Mizusawa　acknowledges　that　his　interpretation，　in　this　regard　is
s㎞ilar　to　the　explanation　intrOduced　by　Seki　Keigo．26
　　Joseph　CaMbe11　has　also　explained　thris　rite　ofpassage血the　folloWing　way：
The　rituals　and　primitive　initiation　ceremonies　are　all　mythologically
蜘dand㎞働do　wi血k皿ling　the　infand　le　ego　and　blingipg㎞h　an
adu1ちwbe吐ler　it’s　1血e　ghl　or　the　boy．　It’s　halder」br　the　boy㎞丘if曲e　g動r1，
because　life　overtakes　the　9h1．　S加㎞mes　a　w㎜w㎞曲齢it
鵬㎞酬㎝eboy㎞ωh細臨a㎜．　At　the　fUst　menstma甑
血e蜘w㎜．The　next曲g　she　kUows，　shels脚t，　she’s　a
mσ血er．”x
　　In　the“Nukabuku，　Kom伽㎞”tales　the　tWo　sisters　are　sent　to　the
mo曲s；血mmy　of　the　tales　the　elder　sister　remains　in血e　mountains，
staying　overnight　in　a　hut　with　the　mountain　woman　or　ogress．　This　hut，
according　to　Mizusawa，　may　be　a　representation　of　the　taya，　and　the
mo曲woman　perhaps　rePresents　a血dWife　or　other　Wise　woman　who
assists　the　young　9血I　in　her　tmnsition　to　adulthood．　In　Japan，　until　fairly
re（　ently，　it　was　common　・practice　for　a　woman　to　be　secluded血a騨㎜te
slled　during　menstruation　and　cllildbirth．　This　custom　was　particularly
prevalent　in　communities　along　the　western　seacoastS　of　Japan．as　Even・in
modem　Japan，　instead　of　staying　with　their　husbands，　it　is　customary　fbr
women　to　retUrn　to　their　fanrily　homes　for　the　periOd　of　time　before　and
after　a　child　is　bOrn．
　　A㏄ording　to　f（）皿dore　seholars，　this　kind　of　seclusion　at　tbese　stages㎞a
gir1’S　life　iS　a　COmmOn　featUre　threUghOUt血e　WOrld．　It　iS量elat瓠tO卿li訂
practices　and　taboos　associated　with　the　mysterious　shedding　of　blood
du血g　menstruation　and　childbirth．　Folklore　scholars　have　suggested　several
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explanations　fbr　these　taboos：the　woman°s　des廿e　fbr　privacy　during　these
times；the　importance　of　being　attended　by　a　female　midwife　at　the　i㎞e　of
binh；to　protect　other　family　members，　especially　men，　from　the　dangerous
powers　of　the　lifb　fbrce；and，　perhaps　most㎞portantly　in　relation　to　tlle
Japanese　context，　to　protect　others丘om　the　impurity　a血d　contamination　by
the　blood　related　to　childb紬and　menstruation．2g　In　order　to　avoid　her　own
mother’s　fate，　it　may　be　that　the　lessons　here，　fbr　the　Cinderella　of　Echigo，
are　that　is　essential　to　fol1ow　the　traditional　practice　of　going　away血om　the
home，　as　we皿as　patiently　obeyihg　the　diflicult　demands　of　her　stepmother．
Her　completion　of　these　important　duties　is　comected　to　ller　own負1ture
hapPiness，　and　long，　Plrosperous　life．
　　0血er　aspects　of　this　tale　may　also　i血dicate血at　this　is　a　stoly　of“1ite　of
passage．”The　gatllering　of　chestnuts　in　old　Japan　was　llot　a　just　a　casual
leisure　activity；ill　the　autumn，　chestnuts，　cooked　with　rice　or　made　into
sweet　cakes，　were　an　important即of　the　diet　of　common　people．　Go血g
into　the　mountains，　gathering　chestnuts　and　then　peeling　away　the　tough
㎞er　shell　so血ey　coUld　be　eaten，　was　a　ime　consuming，　but　neces町伽k
fbr　women　among　the‘‘fblk．”
　　The　motif　of　chestnuts　may　also　have　a　de印鴫r　meaning．　Folklore　scholars
have　noted　that　chestnuts　are　believed　to　have　c皿rative　powers．　In　some
countries　they　were　thought　to　be　a　cham　against　backache　or　considered
good　fbr　the　blood．3001血er　scholars　have　suggested　that　nuts，1遡【e　g田㎞，　are
mysterious　to　humans　because血ey　are　a　food　and　as　well　as　a　seed．　N鵬
also　seem　to　represent血e　power　of㎞ility　because　a　large　tr㏄can　grow
丘om　a　small　s㏄d．　in　many　countries　nuts　are　symbOls　of　ma㎡age，　birth　and
mothe血ood．3亘
All　of　the　tasks　assigned　to　the　step伽ghter，　such　as　spiming，卿1出ng
the　mochi，　gluthlous　rice　cakes，　washing　clothes，　and　prepading　the　bath，　are
examples　of　the　customary　and　essential　skills　in　the　daily　lives　of㎞ng
women．　Even　the　removing　of　lice　f『om　the　old　woman’s　head，　which
appears　in　160f　the　tales，　rqpresents　the’　fact　that　in　the　past，　mothers　often
were　reqUired　tO　remove　the　lice　from　their℃hildr㎝’s　heads．32　For　a　gifl　of
血eco㎜on敏it　w認necess町to　demo醐e伽t　she　was㈱le　of
accomplishing　these　tasks　befbre　slle　was　qualified　fbr　the　next　stage　of
life－marriage　and　mothe血ood．
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　　In　her　1965　review　of　Echigoπo　Shindereアa，　Fanny　Hagin　Mayer
concludes　with　the　fbllow血g　questions　which　she　felt　should　be．　addressed　in
regards　to　Mizusawa璽s　anthology　of　Cinderella　tales．“Why　is　the
NUkabuku，　Komebuku”tale　an　autumll　story，　why　the　festival　as　the　setting
for　matcimaking，　and　why　does　the　succour　come血血e　mo嚥血s？”33
　　The　fact　that　it　is　an　autumn　story　perhaps　can　be　explained　because　the
time　fbr　gathering　chestnuts　was　the　autumn，　and　as　mentioned　above，
chestnutS　were　an　important　part　of　the　diet　fo曲e　common　people．　The
symbolism　of　the　chestnuts　as　a　element　in　the　story，　also　mentioned　eadier，
may　be　a　consideration　as　well．　Additionally，　since　seasonahefbrences　are　a
common　characteristic　in　so　many　aspectS　of　Japanese　life，　mentio血9出e
season　when　a　story　takes　place　seems　a　very　natural　fbature　of　fblktales
from　Japan．
　　The　reason　fbr　occasion　of　the　festival　or　play　being　the　setting　fbr
matClmiaking　may　also　be　quite皿ders曲ble．　Fo曲e　co㎜on鰍，　who
are　usually　the　main　characters　in　fblktales，　the　local　temple　or　shrine
festivals　were　one　of血e　social　eventS　that　would　normally　be　attended　by
血eco㎜on　f㎝ning鰍．　It　was鋤exciting　event，　familiar　to　everyone
倉om　all　leve豆s　of　society．　In　his　analysis　if　the　Echigo　tales，　Mizusawa
indicates　that　the　festival　or　play　where　the　abused　stepsister　makes　her
grand　appearance　dressed　in　beautifU重kimono，　may　also　represent　tlle
coming　of　age　ceremony　or，　the　marriage　ceremony　itSelf．“
　　As　for　the　question　raised　by　Professor　Mayer，　of　why　the　succour，　or
assistance，　Comes　in　the　mountains，　again　there　may　be　several　expla血ations．
One　aspect　of　Japanese　fblk　religion　is　mountain　belie£sangaku　shinkOu．
The　mountains－the　sources　of　streams　so　vital　to　rice　cultivation－were
revered　as　the　dwelling　place　of　the　gods，　kOmi．　The　gods　of　the　dce　field
and　mountain　were　often　interchangeable，　with　the　gods　coming　do㎜丘om
the　mountains　to　the　rice　paddies　in　early　spring，　and　then　retuming　to　the
mountains　in　the飴ll．35　The　momtains　were　also　considered　to　be　a　place
where　the　souls　of　the　dead　reside，　so　mountains　were　thought　to　be　the
meeting　gmund　where　those　left　in血is　world　could　have　contact　witb　the
souls　of　those　departed．36　Tllis　would　explain　why，　in　many　of　Echigo
Cinderella　tales，　the　heroine　meets　the　spirit　of　her　dead　motber　ill　the
momtams．
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Moreover，　in加an　the　momtains　w瓠e　the　places　where　ascetics　retreated
to　gain　magica1　powers　or　spiritUal　enlightenment．371n血is鰍tale，止e
Cinderella　of　Edligo　ce血inly　gains　spiritual　strength，　as　well　as　magical
powers　with血e　object　given　her　by　the　mysterious　being　in血e　mountains．
Theアamauba，　mountain　woman，　was　also　originally　considered　to　be　a
mountain　deity　and　frequently　appears　as　an　amusi血g，　aged　hag　in　Japanese
fb團es．38
　　There　are　ma血y　other　curious　events　and　mysterious　motifs　in　the　tale
which　are　difficUlt　to　explain　and　understand．　While　it　is　fascinating　to　think
about　the　poss黄）1e　interPretations　and　symbohc　meanings　of　this　story　of血e
abused　daughter，　I　believe　it　is　important　to　refrain　from　bei血g　too
reductionistic　in　the　reading　of　tllese　tales．　Despite　the　many　imaginable
explanations，　probably　the　message　most　clearly　understood　by　those　wllo
heard伽s　tale　long　ago　was　simply血e　lesson　of　the　importance　of　loving
and　caring　family　relationsllips，　regardless　of　the　presellce　of　a　blood
connection　betWeen　parent　and　child．　No　one　sy卑pathised　with　the　wicked
stepmother　who　showed　no　love　toward　her　stepdau窪hter．　The　stepmother
and　stepsister　are　punished　because　of血ejir　cruelty　and　unfair　treatment　of
the　tale’s　heroine．抽e伽e　also　s甘esses血e㎞po伽ce　of　courage，㎞（iness，
diligence　and　co∬ect　behaviour，　which　gives　a　young　ghl　important　wisdom
about　what　is　expected　of　her　as　a　woman　as　she　moves　on　to　the　next　stage
of　ller　life．
Conclusion　to　Part　One
　　The　Cinderella　story　is　lmdoubtedly　o血e　of　the　best㎞o㎜蝕y　stodes　hl
the　wo面．　Hundreds　of　variati（ms　of　the　tale　firom　all　parts　of　the　wor盤d　have
been　collected　and　interpreted　in　countless　different　ways．　Fo皿にale　scholars
agree　that血e　earliest　tale　of　this　type　was　first　written血Ch血a　in　the　mid
9血ccn町，．　while血e　versions　of　Charles　Perrault　and　the（ln’mm　brothers
are　those　included　in　most　fairy　tale　collections．　Sadly，　Disney’s　version　of
Cinderella，　an　adaptation　of　Perrault’s　tale，　is　the　story　most　POPular　With
and㎞iliar　to　yomg　people　everywhere．　Many　are　totally　unaware　that
血ere　are　many，．much　older　and　remarkable　versions　of　this‘‘rags　to　riches”
tale．
　　Whi亘e　Disney°s　animated　version，　which　came　out　in　1950，　may　have　its
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own　aPI）eal，血e（㎞amy，　sweet　and　lovely　Cinderella　of　the　film－wi血血y，
tiny　feet－who　sings　her　wishfUl　songs，　and　is　helped　by　her　cute　little
曲ial　friendS　and　the　jolly　fairy　go血o山er，1鵬町1i批1e血common舳
Eclligols　NUkabuku，　the　Cinderella　of　Niigata．　The　heroine　in　the　Eclligo
tales　comes　across　as　a“down　to　earth，，　young　woma血．　She　has　pluck　and
courage．　She　is　not　squeamish，　and　she　is　supPorbed　not　only　by　the　magical
behlg　but　also　by　her　vi董㎏e　playmates，　which　demonstrates　the　importance
of　the　bonds　of」［tiendship．　This　is◎ontrary　tO　what　RitChie　claimed　as　being
evident　mostly　among　men　in　Japanese　folktales．　Tlle　Echigo　Chlderella　is　a
more　haldy　and　asserdve　character；she　must　prove　herself　by　accomplishing
tasks，　as　well　as　by　reciting　poetry．　ln　the　majority　of　the　tales　she　is　not
‘‘狽?唐狽?пh 鰍浮唐煤@by　her　beauty　and　dainty　feet．　She　is，　all　in　all，　a　much　more
realistic　and　believable　character　than　the　Disney　Cinderella．　It　is　interestillg
to　note　tlrat　these　Echigo　tales　were　collected　long　before　fem血ゴst　writers，　in
the　1970s，　began　to　re－exam血e　1血e　passive　role　of　C血derella　pOrtrayed㎞
the　most㎞1iar，　and　more　r㏄㎝t，　tales　of　this　type．39
　　Many　Japanese　folktales　are　well一㎞own　to　Westemers：Momo伽o，
“Peach　Boy，”しrrashima一如m，　Issun　Bo5海，　the　Japanese‘‘Tom　Thumb，”
Shi励iri－sttzume，“The　Tongue－cut　Sparrow，”Ko加torゴヲ’iisan，　The　Wen
Removed，”Kasa　Jizou，‘‘Sedge－hats　fbr　the　Jizou，”and　others．　It　is
llnfb血mate　the　Japanese　Cinderella　stories　are　not　so　widely　known；in
Echigo　no　Shinderera，　Mizusawa　Kenichi　has　provided　us　with　many
fascinating　variants　of　this　tale　fbr㎞her　study　and　oomparison　to　s㎞ilar
taleS丘Om　Ot　ler　CUItUreS．
　　Mizusawa　Kenichi°s　Ech’go　no　Shinderera　is　truly　a．vah励le　contribution
to　tlle　study　of　Cinderella　tales．　His　long　dedication　to　collecting　these　tales，
and　his　evident　ability　to　listen，　again　and　again，　to血e　tales　told－in　heavy
dialect－by　the　aged　story　tellers，　are　a　testament　to　his　patience　and
co皿nitment　tO　preserv血g　the　old　tales　of　the　Niigata　region．　h　his　caπe負11
臨ptio耳of　the　tales，　the　stories　seem　a㎞ost　raw；while　rea出ng電he　tales
one　can　almost“hear”the　voices　and　characteristics　unique　to　each
kntari’わe，　storyteller．　in　this　collection　it　is　apparent　that　M臨wa　did　not
alter　the　tales　or御to　impose血is　own　interPretations．　The　94　tales　are
coll傭d㎞曲vol㎜e　v舳all　their　roughness　and　rustic　cham．
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Part　Two：Transla岱on　of　two　tales
　　In　an　earlier　p血blication（β麗〃etin　qヂ1【］eiwa　College，　No．7，1998，　PP．149
－153）Itranslated　one　of　the　Cinderella　tales　collected　by　Mizusawa．　That
tale，　discovered　by　M伽sawa　some　tme　after　the　publication　of　Echigo　no
Shinderera，　includes　the‘‘shoe　test，”which　is　rare　in　the　Niigata　tales．For
this　paper　I　have　selected　and　translated　two　tales　from　E「海痂goηo
Shinderera．　It　was　difficult　to　make　the　selection　because　each　of　the　tales　is
unique　and　worthy　of　attention．　I　have　included　the　opening　and　endillg
ph1旧ses　that　were　used　by　the　Niigata肋如r∫加．　These　phrases，　ill　the　local
dialect，　were　a　way　of　alerting　listeners　that　a　tale　was　about　to　beg瓜and
then　letting　the　listeners　know　that　the　tale　had　come　to　a　end．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　㎜凪皿0，KOMEB皿皿O
　　Mukzzshi〃zukzzshi　at施ende．（Long，董ong　ago＿）
　　Long　ago　there　lived　and　man　and　his　wife．　They　had　one　daughter　named
NUkabu　kairo．　The　mother　died　of　i皿ness　a血d　the　man　took　a　second　Wife．　A
daughter　was　born　to　them　and　she　was　named　KomebUlairo．
One　au加㎜（lay，　the　mother　said，“I　want　you伽o　girls　to　go　to　the
mo覧mtains　to　gather　chestnuts．　rll　give　each　of　you　a　sack　to　fill．”To
Nukabukuro　she　gave　a　sack　with　holes　i血the　bottom．　To　Komebu㎞ro　she
gave　a　strong，　sturdy　sack．
　　The　two　went叩into　the　mountahls　and　began　to　gather　chestnuts．　No
matter　how　many　chestnutS　NUkabukuro　gathere¢　her　sack　never　filled　up．
Komebukuro，s　sack　was　fUll　ri帥t　away．　After　a　while　they　decided　to　stop
fbr　lunc11，　and　they　rested　beside　a　pond　in　the　mou血tains．　The　two　threw
theh卜lunch　dango（dumplings）intO　the　pOnd．　Nuk包bu㎞ro’s　dOngo，　which
were　made　of朋肋（rice　bran）floated　on　the　water，　while　Komebu㎞ro電s
dango，　made　of　rice，　sank。
　　After　that，　the　two　conti皿ue．d　gathering　chestnutS．　Still，　Nukabu㎞ro’s　sack
would　not　fill　up．　Komebukuro’s　sack　was　fU11，　so　she　said，“1電m　going　back
home，　because　my．sack　is　ful1．”
　　Nukabu㎞’o　said，“I　can’t　go　home．　My　sack　is　still　empty．”
　　　“Well，1’m　going　to　go　on　ahead，　then，”said　Komebu㎞ro，　and　off　she
went．
　　No　matter　how　many　chestnuts　she　gathered，　Nukabukuro°s　sack　was
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empty．　She　sat　down　by　the　pond，　clying．　Then　her　dead　mother　appealed
and　said，‘『Nukabu㎞ro，　why　are　you　here，　in　such　a　place？”NUkabukuro
expla㎞ed　evelything　to　her．
　　　‘‘A11－that’s　a　pity，”said　her　mother．　And　then　she　tied叩the　bOttom　of
NUkabukuro’s　sack　for　her．1’m　going　to　give　you　this　magic　mallet．　It　will
give　you　anything　you　wish　f（）r．”
　　NUkabukuro　was　delighted　to　have　the　mallet　and　she　said‘‘Come　out
chestmuts！Chestnuts　come　out！”Piles　of　cllestnuts　came　pou血1g　out．　She
put　them　in　her　sack　and　went　home．　When　she　got　home，　slle　called　out，
6‘lother，1°m　home！”
　　Her　stepmother　answered，‘‘Komebukuro　came　back　a　long　time　ago　with
her　sack　fUll　of　chestnuts．　You　are　really　late－your　sack　better　be血［110f
chestnuts．”
　　　‘60h　yes，1’ve　brought　back　chestnuts．，’
　　　“Then　dump血㎝・ut・n血is　mat．”
The　cllestnuts　on　tlle　mat　were　so　plump　and　big，　the　stepmother　was
surprised．
　　Some　time　later，　it　was　the　day　of　the　village　festival．　The　stepmother　took
her　own　daughter，　Komebukuro，　but　told　NUkabukUo　to　stay　home　and
mind　the　house．　Slle　gave　her　a　lot　of　chores　to　do　as　wel1．　Then　the
stepmother　and　Komebukuro　went　off　to　the　festival．
　　As　NUkabukuro　was　doing　all　the　chores，11er丘iends　came　by　and　said，
‘‘ket°s　go　to　the　festival．，，
　　　“Icanlt　go．1’ve　got　to　wash　these　clo血es，　hang　them　out　to（iry　and　do　a
lot　of　other　chores　as　wel1，”replied　NUkabUlruro．
　　　“We11血en，　we’ll　help　you．”And　wor㎞g　toge血er　they　qUickly　got　all
the　chores　done．
　　Nukabu㎞m　got　out　her　magic　mallet　and　called　out．‘‘Come　out，　fine
㎞ono！Come　out，血e　s紬！Come　out，　fine　hair　ornaments！”曲11血ese
things　came　tumbling　out．　NUkabukuro　dressed　herself　in　all　these　pretty
things　and　went　to　the　festival．　She　looked　lovely　indeed．
　　At　the　festival　Komebukuro　noticed　her　and　said　to　her　mother，‘‘I　think
our　NUkal）uku『o　is　here　at　the　festival．，，
　　Her　mother　said，‘‘That’s　impossible．　NUkabu㎞uro　doesn’t　have　a　fine
kimono　or　anything　1ike　’that．　Slle’s　still　at　home，1’m　sure．”
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　　Then　a　noblemall　saw　Nukabukuro　and　thought　to　himself，‘‘That°s　a
beauti血1　young　woman．　rll　have　her　as　my　bride．”
　　Nukabu㎞ro　hurried　home　ahead，　changed　back血to　her　usual　tattered
kimono　and　busied　herself　tending　the　fire　fbr　the　bath．　When　her
stepmother　and　Komebukuro　got　home，　Komebu㎞ro　asked，“Were　you　at
the　festival　today？，，
　　　‘『No，1　wasn’t　there．　I　had　no　time　to　go　to血e　festival．”
A　few　days　1ater，　a　matchmaker　for　the　nobleman　came　to　their　house　and
said，“My　master　wants　NUkabukuro　as　his　Wife．”
　　The　stepmother　refUsed，　saying，‘‘He　can　have　Komebukuro　as　his　bride，
but　not　NUkabukuro．”So　it　was　decided　that　whoever　could　recite　the　best
poem　would　become　the　nobleman’s　bride．　A　tray　was　brought　out，　and　on　it
was　a　plate．　On　the　plate　was　a　pile　of　sa1ちand　a　small　branch　of　pine　was
stuck　in　the　salt．　It　was　Komebukuro層s　tum　to　go　first．
She　made　this　poem：
Hair　is　on　the　turd　made　by　the　cat豆ast　night
Stinky　stearn　rises　from　the　tUrd
Made　by　the　cat　this　moming．
Next　it　was　NUkabukuro’s　tum．
Ah，　on　this　tray－
Ca血it　be　a　pille，　taken　root
ln　this　mound　of　freshly　fallen　snow．
　　The　matc㎞aker　said，‘‘Since　NUkabukuro’s　poem　is　much　better，　she
will　be　my　master’s　bride．”And　arrangements　were　made　fbr　when
Nukabukuro　would　be　esco】rted　to　the　nobleman’s　house．
　　When　that　day　came，　Nukabukuro　took　our　her　magic　mallet　and　wished
飴rh曲e㎞ono．　Dressed　in　her　beautifU1　garmentS，　she　went　off，　carried
i血apalanquin。
　　Seeing　this，　KomebUlruro　whi　led，‘‘I　want　to　be　someone’s　bride　and　get
canied　off　in　a　palanquin　too．’，　Her　mother　put　her　in　a　basket　and　threw　her
㎞the　river．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　、　　・
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Korede，　zatto　mukzzshiga／betsu－tsuaketa，（And　that’s　the　way　it　was㎞the　old
days．）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Told　by　Nakamura　Kie，　age　88，　Sllowa　34（1959）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Shibata　city4°
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　AWA，　KOME
Tonto〃zukOshゴattato．（They　say　that　once，　long　ago＿）
　　正ong　ago　there　was　a　man　and　his　wifb．　They　had　a　daughter　named　Awa
and　they　loved　her　very　much．　One　day　the　mother　became　ill　and　died．
Soon　after　that，　the　man　took　another　wife　and　a　gir1　named’　Kome　was　born
to血em．　This　second　wife　was　cruel　to　Awa　but　loved　her　own　daughter，
Kome．
　　One　autumn　day，　when　the　ghls　had　become　older，　the　stepmother　gave
Awa　a　worn　out　sack　and　gave　Kome　a　strong　sack．　She　said，‘‘Both　of　you
go　to　the　moun面ns　and　gather　chestnuts．　When　your　sack　is血韮1，　come　on
home．　Kome，　you　are　yomger，　so　you　fbllow　behind　Awa．’，　So　the　two　set
off　fbr　the　mountains．
　　Awa　and　Kome　began　gathc血g　chestnuts．　As　soon　as　Awa　put　a　cllestnut
into　her　sack，　it　would　fall　right　out　througll　tlle　holes　in　her　old，　tattered
sack．　Kome，　fbllowing　along　behind，　would　pick　up　the　chestnut　and　put　it
in　her　sack．　After　a　while　it　became　evening．　Kome　said“Hey　Awa，　my
sack　is血11．　L£t’s　go　home．”
“Ican’t　go　home”said　Awa．“My　sack　isn°t　f田yet．　You　go　on　ahead．”
So　Kome　went　on　home．
　　Then，　while　Awa　kept　trying　to　gather　chestnuts，　the　mountains　became
very　dark．　In　the　distance，　Awa　could　see　a　light　glowing，　so　she　went
toward　that　light．　She　came　to　a　mountain　shack，　and　in　the　shack　was　an
ogress　tending　a　fire．
　　Awa　said，‘‘1°m　very　tked．　Please　let　me　spend　the　night．”
　　The　ogress　said，“You㎞ow，1　atn　an　ogress．　But　if　that　doesn’t　wony
you，　you　are　welcome　to　spend　the　llight．”So　Awa　decided　to　spelld　the
night　there．
　　Then　the　ogress　said，“Would　you－　remove　the　lice　from　my　head？”
Awa　said，“S鵬，1’ll　remove　the－　lice　for　you．”So　Awa　began　to　pick　out
the　lice　from　the　ogress’head。　Tangled血the　hair　of　the　og跡ess　Awa　fb蒐md
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wriggling　centipedes　and　slugs．
　　Awa　said，‘‘You　don’t　have　lice　ill　your　hair，　there’re　centipedes　and
slUgS！”
　　The　ogress　said，‘‘Then　you’d　better　cllew　up　all　of　those　centipedes　a駐d
slugs．”So　Awa　did　as　she　was　told．　But　as　soon　as　she　put　them　in　her
mouth，　she　went　to　the　corner　of　the　shack　and　spat　thcm　out．
　　The　ogress　thell　said，‘‘Ah－now　that　those　lice　are　out　of　my　head，1’11　be
al）1e　to　relax　alld　sleep．，，
　　The　next　moming　the　ogress　said　to　Awa．‘‘You　are　a　good　gir1．　I　will
give　you　this　magic　mallet．　When　you　want　something，　just　say　what　you
want　and　tap　the　mallet．　It　will　give　you　anything　you　say．”And　slle　gave
Awa　a　mallet．
　　Awa　was　delighted　and　immediately　called　out．‘‘Come　out　good
chestnuts！Come　out　strong　sack！”And　when　she　tapped　the　mallet，
chestnuts　and　a　strong　sack　al）peared．　She　put　the　chestnuts　in　the　sack　and
hunied　home．
　　　“Mother！1，m　home，　and　I　have　a　sack　fUll　of　chestnuts！”
　　　‘‘How　come　you’re　so　late？Kome　came　home　yesterday1”the
stepmotller　scolded．
　　Awa　did　not　say　anything　about　the　magic　mallet　she　got血om　the　og量ess
and　she　carefUlly　hid　it　away．
　　One　day　there　was　going　to　be　a　play　in　the　village，　and　the　st◎pmother
血essed　Kome　in　a　nice　k㎞0110，　arranged　her　hair　nicely　and　said　to　Awa．
‘‘jome　and　I　are　going　tO　see　the　play．　You　stay　home　a血d　pound　the　rice．，’
And　they　went　to　the　play，　leaving　Awa　behind．
　　Awa　began　pound血g　the　ri㏄，　but　she　really　wanted　tO　go　to　the　play，　so
she　got　out　her　magic　mallet．“Come　out㎡ce㎞ono！Come　out　nice　sash！
Come　out　nice如ゐ’（socks）！Come　out　nice　wooden　sa血dals！Come　out　fine
paraso1！Come　out　coins！”And　all　these　th血gs　appeared．　So，　dressed　in　all
the血e曲gs　and　with　spending　money，　Awa　went　to　see　the　play．　Awa　sat
in　the　best　section　on　a　raised　platfbm．　Below　her　she　saw　her　stepmother
and　sister．　Awa　ate　some　pears　and　appl信s　and　threw　the　llalf　eaten　pieces
down　at　Kome．　Kome　picked　them叩and　ate　them．　Then　Kome　said　to　her
motller．
　　　“Mother，　that　young　woman　over　there　looks　a　lot　like　our　Awa．　Awa　is
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here。”
　　　“伽曾s　impessible．　Awa　doesn’t　have　any血e㎞ono．　And　1　tOld　her　to
mind　the　house　and　pound　mochi．”The　mother　didnlt㎞ow　that　Awa　was　at
tlle　play．
　　Befbre血e　play　ended，　Awa　hurried　home　ahead　of　her　stepmother　and
stepsister．　She　put　on　her蝋ered㎞ono　md　busied　herself　wi舳er　chores．
A丘er　a　while　her　stepmother　and　sister　came　home．　The　stepmother　said．
‘‘`wa，　we’re　home！Have　you　been　pounding　the　rice？”
　　　‘ヤes　I　have．，，
　　Then　Kome　brought　out　some　of　the　half　eaten　pears　and　apples．‘‘Today
afine　lady　came　to　see　the　play　and　she　gave　me　lots　of　pears　alld　apples．1’ll
give　you　a　little　bit　of　them．　That　fine　lady　looked　a　lot　like　you－you
weren’t　at　the　play，　were　you？，’
　　　‘‘No，　I　didn’t　go　to　the　play．　And　I　donlt　want　any　of　those　pears　and
apPles，”said　Awa．
　　Then，　a　matchmaker　fof　a　rich　man　came　to　the　house　saying　that　his
master　wanted　Awa　as　hs　bride．“My　master　wants　to　marry　Awa，　who　was
at　the　play　the　other　day．’，
　　　‘‘lt　was　Kome　who　was　at　the　play．　I　will　let　you　take　Kome　as　your
masterls　bride．　Awa　is　fbolish．　I　can’t　let　you　take　her．”insisted　the
stepmoth｛：．
　　　‘『No，　it　wasn’t　Kome．　It　was　Awa．’9
　　　‘『No，　you　llave　to　take　Kome．，，　The　stepmother　was　very　stubbom．
　　So　a　tray　was　brought　out，　and　a　plate　was　put　on　it．　On　the　plate　they　put
some　salt，　and　a　pine　twig　was　put　in　the　salt．　It　was　decided　that　whoever
could　recite　the　best　poem　would　become　the　bride　of　the　rich　man．　Kome
made　her　poem：
Furry　hair　is　in血e風made　by　the　cat　last　night
From　the　turd　made　by重he　do9血is　morning－sti　kky　steam　rises，
Then　Awa　made　her　poem：
Ah－the　pla山e　on廿re　tray
Snow　has　fallen　on　the　mountain
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On　the　fresh’　snow　there，　has　a　pine　troe　taken　root？
　　Awa璽s　poem　was　lovely．‘‘Y夢s，　Awa　is　the　right　one　as血e　bride．”And　it
was　decided．　Awa　tapped　with　her　magic　mallet　and　her　beautifU1　kirnono
came　out．　She　was　a　lovely　bride，　and　rode　off　in　the　palanquin．
　　Kome　wailed，‘‘1　want　to　ride　off　in　a　palanquin　too！”Her　mother　stu丘bd
her　in　a　basket　and（iragged　her　around．　The　basket　fel1　off　a　cliff　i　lto　a　rice
paddy　and　Kome　tumed　into　a　pond　snail．
Sorekin’ri！（That壁s　it　for　the　story！）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Told　by　Ohguchi　Tomo，　age　72　Showa　33（1958）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Naka－uonuma－gun，　Nakazato－Mura　4且
Appendix：　Other　sources　from　anthologies　by　Mizusawa　Kenichi．
伽wa　Kehichi．　Atta彪ngana：ハliiga施！一㎞no」Mfukashi　banashi　shu．　Sa可o
　　　City，　N髄ga重a　Prefecture：Nojirna　PUbli31iers，1978．（Showa　53）
Note：This　is　a　collection　of　a　variety　of　Niigata　tales．　It　includes　two
CindereUa－type　tales　which　were　collected　after　the　publication　of　Echigo　no
Shinderera．
MiZusawa　Kenichi．　Echig（）no　Ens伽tan．
　　　Tokyo：Hama　Hisato面；KouSlri　Shoin　PUbliShers，1998．
Note：Tllis　is　a　collection　of　humorous，　erotic　and　bawdy　tales　that　were
co皿ected　ppsthumously丘om　the　1400　record　ngs　left　by　MiZusawa．．　These
were　not　published　d面ng　his　lifetime．
㎞wa　Kenich直。1ζ流〃釦1〃ガ5b〃Shたhaha　tdつセ｝m）t召meπo〃2畑乃∫ゐam螂hi．
　　　（Folk姐es　fbr　m（油ems　and　ch逓d団L）Sanjo　City，　Nligata　PrefeCtt鵬：N（）jima
　　　PUbliSliers，1980．（Showa　55）
Note3　h　1血is　collection　of　tales　there　is　a　C血derella　tale　na血ted　by　Slliga
Chitose，　who　also　narrated　a　tale　in　Ech’go　no　Shinde」昭ra．　However，　in　the
tale　in　this　col亘ection　there　is　a“sl1㏄test”and　the　mother　and　stepsister　do
not　receive　an　unp1easant　punishment．　Perhaps　Mizusawa　felt　the　violent
ending　in　other　more　typical　tales　was　not　appropriate　fbr　mothers　and
children！
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Mizusawa　Kenichi．　Roゐα蝕π07b澱♪n　Mtrkashi．　Sanjo　City，　Nligata　Prefec　tUre：
　　N句血na　PUbl㎞s，1971．（Sllowa　46）
Note：This　a　collection　of　fblktales　collected　by　Mizusawa　while　doing
五eldwork　in　the　qiiya　region　of　Niigata　Prefbcture．　This　collection　includes
five　additional‘「Nukabuku，　Komebuku”tales　not　included　in　Echigo〃o
Shi伽ロ．　M臨wa　ad曲terest血g　co㎜enM血e　end　of　eacMe．
NO愈05
1　A曲rTay1㏄，‘‘The　Study　of　th£C血K㎞血（】yde，”A㎞Dundes，（6己）α吻ella’　A
　　伽θゐoo配（W㎞s㎞U面v㎝i呼of　Wiscoosin　PI爲s，1982）p125．
2
∩」456
Famy　H自g血Mayer（trans．）14ncient　Tales　in　MOdern　JUpan（Bloom血lgtOny　Indiana：
Bloom血騨1lK五ana　p職1984）．
Dc　nald　Kchiq　“The　As㎞Bbd曲e蛭『，d肋Japm　Tmzes，　Sa加Iday，　J樋y　20，1985．
F㎜噸聯，漁働酬謝，㎜（1％5）151－153．
JOseph　dnゆbe”　7hθ　Power｛ゾル卿（New　Yblk：Doubleday，1988）p138．
MiZusawa　Kenichi，　Echigo　no　Shinderera，　S鋤o　City，　Niigata　Prefecture：Nojima
P血）㎞，1964）㎞㎞瞭
ibid．，　p．664．
Ibid．，　p．665．
Mayer，　A燃Tates　inルfOalern加p339．
10　M臨Ebhigo　no　S距intierera，　from　introduction
ll　Ibid．，　p．666．
12　1bkL，　p．668．
13　1b虻L，　P．669．
14　】bO．，　p．670．
15　1bidL，　p．672．
16J鴻k　Zipes（磁）刀ie　GnU　E吻Tale　Tradition（New　Y6lk：W．W．　No雌㎝＆C㎝p興y，
　　2001）p．，444．
17　伽wa」p。675．
18　ibid．，　p」676．
19　　耐，P．679．
20」励Imd　W皿め㎞Gr㎞叫“C血derela”7he　Col，uplete　Brothe7s　Gritavn　Fairly　Tda，
　　LめノOwens（ed），（New　YOdk：　Avenel　Bodks，　Crown　Pu！，lisliers，　1981），　pp．89－96．
21　Z職p．444．
22MiZusawa　p．680．
23　hI盆ye鴫，　p．680．
24　　（甑pp．89－96．
25　Z鵬p．453．
26　　MiZusawr』p．687．
27　C団m伽職p．138．
！
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28　MiZusaw4　p．688．
29　Matia　Leacn（ed）洞鰍α認〃’agna〃’s　Sttnderd　DitrtiomaワofFo肋re，　k　dlogソα加1
　　功9εη4．（New　Y6ピk：H釦甲er　Row，　Pub雌she【s　Ihc．，1972）P．217．
30　1bkt，　p．217．
31　Ba曲W紐ker，刀ie〃’oinan　’s　1）ictiona，）2　of511niゐolS　and　SZzc7ul　Objects．（New　York：
　　HarperCo皿㎞s　Pub紅曲ers，1988）pp．489－490．
32　MiZusawaq　p．689．
33　FannyHaginMayer，AsianFolkloreStuaries，㎜（1965）pp．151－153．
34　Mizusaw亀p．689．
35　1ch血K）Hori，」Fb疏Rθ噸o〃in　Japan’（】ontinu’ウand　Change（Chicago：Uhiversi重y　of
　　Chicago　Pless，1968）P．151．
36　1bi｛L，　p．15L
37　・Jupan，14〃nlus〃’ataゴEncyclopedia（Tokyo：KOdansha　1993）P1423．
38　1bi（L，　p．1729．
39　Jack　Ztpes（ed），7乃θ（励π」（］o脚ion　to　Fairy　Tale：s（New　Yo藍k：㎝brd　Uhive聡i重y
　　Press，2000）p．97．
’40　　㎞臓pp．447－482．
41　1bi｛土，　pp．145－155．
